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White Hats se tento týden připojili k akvizici Twitteru miliardářem

Elonem Muskem a řekli, že je příliš brzy na to změřit, zda Musk

přivede zpět deplatformované hlasy a ukáže se jako „absolutista

svobody slova“, jak sám Musk nazval.

Konzervativci na celém světě šíleli radostí, když Musk minulý týden

zveřejnil obrázek, jak nese porcelánový dřez do centrály Twitteru v

San Franciscu, a pak dal sekeru téměř polovině ze 7 500
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zaměstnanců gigantu sociálních médií, včetně jeho liberálního vedení

– bývalého generálního ředitele. Parag Agrawal, bývalý finanční

ředitel Ned Segal a bývalá vedoucí rada Vijaya Gadde, odporná žena,

která bojovala za deplatformaci tisíců konzervativních hlasů.

Několik minut poté, co Musk převzal vlastnictví Twitteru, zástupkyně

Sněmovny reprezentantů Marjorie Taylor Green oslavila toto

oznámení a řekla, že Musk zahájí novou éru svobody slova a potrestá

dezinformace administrativy. Ve skutečnosti se to stalo: Bílý dům

smazal tweet připisující nelegitimnímu prezidentovi Joe Bidenovi za

zvýšení plateb sociálního zabezpečení v roce 2023. K úpravě

životních nákladů ve výši 8,7 % přispěla útěk z inflace, nikoli Biden.

Nicméně White Hats varují konzervativní zákonodárce před

osedláním Muskova koně dříve, než budou připraveni k jízdě. Musk

řekl, že vytvoření nové správní rady Twitteru bude trvat měsíce a

osoby, kterým byl zakázán přístup, nedostanou milost, dokud jeho

nová rada neposoudí petice za obnovení. Některé hlasy, které nebyly

ochotny čekat na rozsudek, vytvořily nové účty, aby se nakonec ocitly

v souhrnu a okamžitě byly znovu zakázány.

"Elon je nejbohatší chlapec s nejvíce hračkami a Twitter je jeho

nejnovější hračka," řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Davida H. Bergera

Real Raw News. "Ačkoli bychom si rádi mysleli, že to Elon bude

ovládat zodpovědně, má v minulosti svérázné chování a blábolení."

Měl okamžitě znovu aktivovat účet prezidenta Trumpa, ale neudělal

to. A nezáleží na tom, jestli toho chce Trump využít.“

Citoval generála Bergera, který řekl: "Elon je bohatý, profesionální

troll, který se staví přes plot, aby podnítil konflikt mezi stranami."

Musk sám sebe popsal jako „znuděného izolacionistu“, který rád

rozsévá semínka disharmonie. Zdá se, že demokraté, kteří nyní

Muska pranýřují, zapomněli, že v letech 2008 a 2012 volil Barracka
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Husseina Obamu. Musk odmítá specifikovat, komu dal hlas v roce

2016: „Hlasoval jsem pro správného muže nebo pro správnou ženu,“

odpověděl v rozhovorech nejednoznačně.

Kromě toho White Hats tvrdí, že Muskovo přátelství s představiteli

administrativy včetně ministra obrany Lloyda Austina a ministra

zahraničí Antonyho Blinkena je důvodem k obavám.

„Jednoho dne řekne, že přestane financovat Star Link na Ukrajině;

další den říká, oh, můj špatný, jo, budu to financovat. Toto je čisté

chování Muskova trollingu,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Armáda tvrdí, že její příslovečná porota je izolována a chce přesně

vědět, kde leží Muskova loajalita.

"Bohužel je to velmi vlivná osoba." Je chytrý a bohatý, a proto média

visí na každém jeho tweetu nebo prohlášení. Ještě jsme neviděli

konkrétní důkaz, že Musk bude na straně svobody,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real

Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly.

Děkuji těm, kteří pomohli.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 43 471krát, dnes 12 236 návštěv)

EVERY damned article about Musk’s acquisition has been negative…

unbelievable.

 
It would have been better if he never bothered, and twitter remained

a dead, leftist toy… right, pessimists?
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I’m all for freedom of speech and full disclosure. Musk did a very

good thing when he proved that a large percentage of Twitter users

were bots. Trump says he’s not coming back to Twitter but I don’t

believe him. I expect Twitter to be free – er but still not free because

Musk has already said some people will remain banned. I don’t trust

Musk – look into his eyes: the same sold-my-soul blank stare is

shared by Zuckerberg, Elizabeth Holmes (of Theranos fame,)Katy

Perry and half of Hollywood. Keep in mind Musk has made his

billions largely on government subsidies for his crappy cars and

rockets. He will do what puts money – and perceived power – in his

pocket. If that means trumpeting free speech, he will do it. If it

means censoring those his masters choose, he will do that, too.

Bottom line is I cheer anyone who promotes free speech but I don’t

trust this guy.

Musk is already being put into the vise that Kanye is suffering.

 
So… like I said:

 
Since NO-ONE else has stepped up, he should not even attempt any

change to the shining star that IS twitter. It’s fine the way it is. All

that he can, or will do is hurt it, right?… because nobody is

trustworthy.

 
With that logic, no-one should EVER attempt any positive change,

because they are flawed.

 
“Judge them NOT by their fruits, but how you perceive them.”

 
Unbelievable.

Last edited 15 hours ago by Jimbeau

” Elizabeth Warren is going nuts, freaking out that Elon Musk would

be able to allow people to hear things she doesn’t want them to hear.

She says he has ‘a very dark room’ (?).”

 
… but keep being leery of Elon.

Did you see his Halloween costume? Samurai armor with a goats

head and inverted cross on the chest, it is listed under the title

“Devil’s Champion”… That raises a red flag if you ask me.
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My thoughts are that Musk will eventually be hanged like all the rest

of the traitors. Maybe it was that Demon costume that he and his

mother wore during Halloween, and perhaps just the 100’s of other

nonsense he pulls that literally yells, “HE’S Deep State. ” He could be

doing this working for the White Hats, but don’t hold your breath

trying to get proof on that, as it won’t happen

Musk thinks of himself as a self described “bored isolationist”, and he

obviously believes he is a Sigma Male. A Sigma Male always goes his

own way, and is often quite intelligent. So, he’s smart enough to have

heard about such guys, but I don’t believe he qualifies. First, He is a

Satanist, and such people are followers, and not just to Satan, but to

the mass of Satan’s DS followers. He’ll twist and turn, but when it

comes to critical issues, he’ll side with DS. And, he’s above average,

but not that smart (115 – 125 IQ, compared to someone like DJT in

the 160’s).

what I like is the fact that conversations are happening around Musk.

When dialogue can exist, there is room for Truth to finally surface.

There’s got to be disagreements for talking to start. And yes I think

the pedo stuff will surface in all this.

 
He’s like the Knight in Chess. Two squares one way, one square the

other. Enables one to hop over otherwise insurmountable obstacles.

I’ve seen thing about Elon Musk I don’t like but hopefully it was just

misinformation to discredit him I hope he’s a white hat.

Yep, but by exposing himself 1st using is BIG mouth and EGO as

usual

 
MuskRAT adore making halloween party with pedowood friends…

because of the sacrifices being made…

 
AdrenoFLOW

I’ve never trusted Musk he has far too many links to the deep state.

 
Wellsir … we only have to wait until Wednesday to find out whether

or not we have been played. Time is on our side now.
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Those aren’t limited to democrats. Every “elected” official is suspect.

Mitt Romney has been running drugs, guns, and people for decades

out of Mexico and Utah.

It was suggested that BHO use those dirty laundry against the

mitten.

 
Lord help us, Blessings,

Robmey also is heavily into pedophilia, plus he is mormon The

mormons run child sex rings and are busted constantly in Utah. They

tell their members to have many wives and breed heavily and they

will take care of the left overs….to Ba’al.

Go to Colorado City, which isn’t in Colorado: It’s on the Arizona-

Utah border. If you want to marry a 16-year-old, and you’re an incel

boomer, this is where it can happen for you!!

Why would Elon Musk hand over the starlink satellite system the

Orbin satellite system and the rods of God to the white hats in the

military if he wasn’t on the right side of freedom we’ll see but I’m

thinking he’s pretty much with the guys that are freeing Humanity

from evil Satan ritual practicing luciferians

Sadly, today those rods of John Holmes & Ron Jeremy have become

Either jello or mush!

Wankipaedia says:

On March 17, 2022, Jeremy’s trial was suspended pending a mental

health examination, after Jeremy was reported to be “incoherent”

and unable to recognise his own lawyer and was subsequently

transferred to a mental health facility.

 
 

YEP! Adrenochrome & Viagra are an unhealthy mix.

 
They ” SCREW YOUR F’D UP MIND. ”

 
( just ask Hillary Clinton, how she spent her days before her neck

snapped. ) LOL!
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Ridiculous. Rods of God are US military developed, Space Force

tungsten tipped kinetic energy weaponry, and have been in use since

early 2017, authorized by President Trump, perhaps in use even

earlier, taking out Globalist billionaire deep underground bunkers

and DUMBs. Quite likely used in September 2017 collapsing the

mountain at the Pungg-ri nuclear test site, rendering the area

unstable, and convincing Kim Jong Un to join our side in the war

against the Globalists.

Elon is satan’s slave, as very well…

 
Hollywood Directors, Producers, Actresses, Actors, Music Industry,

Entertainment Performers.

 
These demons are a ” side-attraction ” to vacation away from

Washington DC, Politics, Pedophile, Sex Trafficking…

 
These issues ARE NOT NEWS WORTHY INFORMATION FOR

SWARMS OF AMERICANS…especially Christians to concern

themselves with.

They’d rather be entertained with football, basketball, and ALL

politicians ( what do they expect from them?! A SAVIOR?

 
JESUS IS SAVIOR!!

Rod of God kinetic ‘spears’ hit the ground at about the speed of a

meteorite, (about 67,000 mph) transferring many thousands of tons

of kinetic energy miles deep into the Earth, shattering the stone

surrounding Globalist bunkers, tunnels, DUMBs, buried forever.

The military could have used depleted uranium, which is harder than

very hard tungsten, but they would have violated numerous nuclear

weapons treaties.

I think he will expose way more than the pedo’s. The more he pokes

the Turds on the left the more they will attack him with everything

they have.

 
When people on the fence get hit enough they fall and usually come

back as more conservative.
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The more they treat you like crap the more you will want to take the

red pill. Elon once said when he was in the process of leaving CA, he

told people to take the red pill.

 
He is seeing the ugliness of the left and it is making him respect the

right a little more each day.

Elon..exposing pedophiles?

 
He’s ” the next step down from Jeffrey Epstein. ” I believe…just like

OTHER PROSPEROUS ELITES, enjoyed ( the fruits of Jeff Epstein’s

YOUNG GIRL’S SEX SLAVE CAMP, on Epstein Island.

He’s no better than Epstein, or Weinstein.

 
Elon is MORE DANGEROUS!

 
MONEY BUYS YOU ALL THE SEXUAL SINS THAT ONE MAY

DESIRE.

 
( with NO prison time. )

Saw his Baphomet holloween get up and his mother does the one eye

illuminati symbol in some of her magazine photos. A big nope!!

Don’t forget there is an UPSIDE DOWN CROSS on the front of his

satanic outfit. He is definitely Not a Christian. Not a judgment, just

the visual made this news.

Seriously, ?

 
Elon fired a bunch of azzholes on his first day !

 
Give peace a chance !

 
Threw everything out but the kitchen sink !

 
Give it some time.

 
BTW, I never have used TWITTER,

 
I don’t have an account, never opened one…

 
I have this social media account.

 
Only one

 
is THIS. !

 
Never changed my Name.
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Michael Baxter never has banned me..

I am NO Angel, but I guess I am opinionated..

 
I have been a Bad BOY..but NEVER EVIL !

Remember when Zee said she had only one social media account and

described herself as a leggy and opinionated blonde but we soon

found out Zee was RMA? And Rose is in a wheelchair because she got

into an accident after drunk driving into a school bus. We believe you

Wildcat. Enjoy working on cars.

After YESTERDAY ——————————-

NOBODY cares ___________ what you Think Dude….

I am taking a wait and see attitude.

 
You had assumed stuff about me and I let you believe

 
What you wanted

 
I always refer to my wife as my spouse…

 
However once you referred to me as a bitch ..I set you straight..

 
Right. “Bro” ?

 
You can’t fault me , or maybe you can ..Nobody really cares !

 
I am with that..

The first sentence would be another great song title…I hope that you

are putting this all to music

“That’s my right forearm blocking YOU from getting in the middle of

Destiny.”

Do you know that Girl who use to Dance A Lot? I thought so.

She was Cool She was Red Hot – I mean DAMN… totally

uncontrollable!

That’s why my ARM is up…

>> “That’s my right forearm blocking YOU from getting in the

middle of Destiny.
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I tried to get in the middle of “Destiny.” Never happened. She was a

blonde with huge knockers. Muy sexy. Had five or six kids. Lives in

west valley.

It’s best to avoid females that have five or six children. You already

know that. I knew a girl she lived near Palm Springs she at the time

was 20 years old, had four small blonde boys, no husband and was

part of the Mormon church. That’s probably where I learned my

lesson. Her name was Kim. Blonde. Slender. Blue eyes.

She was reading to her children and she was talking about President

Buchanan now, I don’t know how to spell it the way that she

pronounced it but it was something like, BOOCH A NAN.

 
She was dumb as dirt.

Be nice to Wilbur. His football team went 1-11 last year (rock bottom

in the Pac-12). They’re 3-6 after they lost to Utah tonight. ASU sucks

this year, too, but who the fuck cares about food bowl?

Last edited 13 hours ago by buck fiden

Didn’t Musk publicly state that everyone should be encouraged to get

the covid vaccine because “the science is solid”?

Science is produced by whomever authorizes it and pays for it. So I

don’t trust science. Or history for that matter.

” I don’t watch the news, I prefer to get my information from more

reliable sources, like rumor and small children.”

-Sledge Hammer

Amen to that, if there was a antichrist………he would be first on the

list and Obummer would be second

I don’t believe this will end well for Musk…
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Troll or Nod to Satan?

Elon Musk’s SHOCKING Halloween Costume raises serious

questions.

When he wears a costume of satan’s champion with an upside down

cross on halloween just a few days ago that kind of says it all don’t

you think?

I frown on that.

 
. Halloween is a satanic practice..

 
Poor choice,

 
like dating amber “turd”.. Big mistake ! .

Of all the thousands of costumes out there and he thinks… “Yep,

that’s the one for me!”

Having Musk at the helm of Twitter cannot help but be an

improvement. He is firing the vile disgusting USA hating assholes,

who he needed to fire.

Yes I agree. He has always played both sides of the fence. Good thing

Truth Social is there.

Lot of shills & PAYtriots there who are the ennemy within and ready

to turn against Trump and pushing DeSantis for 2024

 
They are also called Flynnions or the 3 yellow stars

 
==> Infiltration instead invasion

I think Musk is playing around and just doing what he feels like

doing. He doesn’t have any special loyalties one way or the other.

He’s just trying to see what he can get away with and see what the

reaction is.

That name is really disturbing: Truth (as in the Russian word

“PRAVDA”) plus Social (as in “sociaLIST”). And they made “to truth”

a verb – similar to “Tweeting” in Twitter! When you use

TruthSocialist to send a message to someone, you are TRUTHING!
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ie: “I’m gonna to TRUTH Lisa about this Trump Rally tonight!”

That name is really disturbing: Truth (as in the Russian word

“PRAVDA”) plus Social (as in “sociaLIST”). And they made “to truth”

a verb! When you use TruthSocialist to send a message to someone,

you are TRUTHING!

ie: “I’m gonna to TRUTH Lisa about this Trump Rally tonight!”

Last edited 13 hours ago by buck fiden

I liked the way they used truth analogous to tweet, as a verb. It’s not

a post. It’s a tweet. or in this case a truth. Tweeting is something

recent. I think it’s the accurate way to say it now.

I’m onto my fifth twitter account since Musk has taken over. I am

still getting banned for fact checking and truth speaking so, really

“NOTHING” has changed.

I never was on any twizzler acct.. But if I got banned once, I would

have never joined again , and again! ???? F them!

Why bother? If they kick me off, fine. I’ll go elsewhere. They expelled

me from Congregation Harbey Sheklim when I was a little kikester. I

never returned. Fuck Rabbi Shekelstein!

Facebook is permanently removing accounts for freedom of speech,I

am hoping the red lizard that made a baby with his Chinese Chan so

that he could fondle and diddle the child will be decapitated by a

guillotine for being the sick fuck that he is

At this stage of the game, all bets are off. Who did he mix with on the

way up?

““Elon is the wealthiest boy with the most toys, and Twitter is his

newest toy,” a source in Gen. David H. Berger’s office told Real Raw

News. “While we’d like to think Elon will control it responsibly, he
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has a history of capricious behavior and waffling. He should’ve

immediately reactivated President Trump’s account, but he hasn’t.

And it doesn’t matter if Trump want to use it.””

This man has also Tweeted agreement with Klaus Schwab’s

pronouncements on the vaccines, the MOTB and the New World

Order, plus Zelensky loves him for the Starlink Tech, although

Russia’s Dmitri Medvedev told him to lay off Zelensky. 

Great work, Michael. Keep at it!

I agree

Consider this;

 
Jack Dorsey said that he only has one desire 

and that is > to own a decentralized blockchain ledger like AKA space

force?

Elon & Dorsey are teaming up _ to increase data intake 

and call it friendly competition

what it really is _ is a blockchain ledger _ with an extermination level

code algorithmically written in?

It would rival Space force Galactically & Interdimensionally 

and put Elon as the leader of the Galaxy

Technology belongs to “We the People”

NEVER FORGET 

 
Elon’s grandfather was arrested in Canada for Technocracy 

along with communists and marxists 

Therfore Elon is a multi-generational Technocrat 

the mission statement for Technocracy is Global Dominance through

Technology control 
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I think there’s more to be concerned about with the co-joining of

Jack Dorsey _ whom wants _ nothing more than a Decentralized

Blockchain ledger 

that will house an extermination level _ Baphomet _ driven

algorithmic code _ of destruction aimed at humanity?

Yes there’s alot to be concerned about 

Future Tech is here & it’s Real

>>  to own a decentralized blockchain ledger 

Isn’t that what this entire Gesara/Nesara shit is all about?

I have said for the last four months, I DO NOT TRUST HIM. He went

to a man’s house to have sex with the man’s wife, in the man’s own

house. That tells you volumes about Elon, he is NOT trustworthy, he

cheats, and lies……….a Leppard cannot change his own spots. For

halloween he dressed up as satan……he has said he is a satanist. This

type of person, therefore, tortures children, sacrifices them, and

drinks their blood, adrenochrome…….. WHAT more does one need to

know? A horrible individual that cannot be trusted at all.

 
 

I get your points…

 
I still am taking a wait and see what happens NEXT !

 
Amber Hurd was a serious “screw up” in so many ways….

 
But to say therefore.. He does this and that, drinks blood and

“adrenochrome”… That needs some source of evidence……

 
HE has let his SEX life get off the rails…but that (other) stuff ? ? .

 
Common now ?

The ‘off the rails’ sex life of Musk is known. One may interpret this as

a lack of conscience. Unethical. Self-centered. A creature with no

functioning empathy. Which matches perfectly with a Malignant

Narcissist. What remains to be seen is if he has traversed the path
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onward to becoming a Dark Triad. Eventually he will be outed if the

blood drinking or adrenochrome is true. Then we’ll know he’s a true

psychopath.

Amber, the former stripper, is a probable Satanic handler (allegedly).

J Depp said that she is “bigger” than him. He was inferring

something physical. Rumor is that Amber was blackmailing Musk by

filming their child sex activities. She was responsible for the car

accident death of her friend in her youth – similar to Laura Bush.

Satanists love a murderer. Musk’s gf is an admitted Satanist. Your

brother will still rob you tomorrow

 
no matter who wins. Sin has not left the planet. These are the cards

we are dealt.

Yeah that’s enough for me. He is probably Controlled Opposition.

Happens all the time. ALL the time….

I think to immediately allow Trump on before midterms is not good

strategy. Don’t scare the Sheep yet. Wait until states are secured.

Jack Dorsey said that he only has one desire 

and that is a decentralized blockchain ledger AKA space force

Elon & Dorsey are teaming up _ to increase data intake 

and call it friendly competition

what it really is a blockchain ledger with an extermination level code

algorithmically written in 

It would rival Space force Galactically & Interdimensionally 

and put Elon as the leader of the Galaxy

Technology belongs to We the People 

NEVER FORGET Elon’s grandfather was arrested in Canada for

technocracy 
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along with communists and marxists 

Therfore Elon is a multi-generational technocrat 

the mission statement for Technocracy is Global Fominance through

Technology control 

I think there’s more to be concerned about with the co-joining of

Jack Dorsey _ whom wants nothing more than a decentralized

blockchain ledger 

that it can house an extermination level _ Baphomet _ driven

algorithmic code _ of destruction aumed at humanity 

Yes there’s alot to be concerned about 

Future Tech is here & it’s Real

I had read somewhere that Musk was the son of Warner von

Braun,one of the Nazis brought to this country by Operation

Paperclip. Am I correct?

Jack Dorsey said that he only has one desire 

and that is > to own a decentralized blockchain ledger like AKA space

force?

Elon & Dorsey are teaming up _ to increase data intake 

and call it friendly competition

what it really is _ is a blockchain ledger _ with an extermination level

code algorithmically written in?

It would rival Space force Galactically & Interdimensionally 

and put Elon as the leader of the Galaxy

Technology belongs to “We the People”
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NEVER FORGET 

Elon’s grandfather was arrested in Canada for Technocracy 

along with communists and marxists 

Therfore Elon is a multi-generational Technocrat 

the mission statement for Technocracy is Global Dominance through

Technology control 

I think there’s more to be concerned about with the co-joining of

Jack Dorsey _ whom wants _ nothing more than a Decentralized

Blockchain ledger 

that will house an extermination level _ Baphomet _ driven

algorithmic code _ of destruction aimed at humanity?

Yes there’s alot to be concerned about 

Future Tech is here & it’s Real

Dorsey has already to DJT back in 2018 fearing declassification of his

dep involvement in crime against humanity. He is one of many good

actors in this great movie Q has been telling us to watch and enjoy.

Blessings,

Dorsey is from St Louis. He grew up a nobody. As such, you should

realize that he is nothing but a Clowns In America TOOL. The

Catholic Church had to bend a knee to him for funding. As a result, I

have to hear the Church laud Sotomayor on the altar and hear the

priest speak of Climate Change. Dorsey needs to go far away.

Someone once said when the mob starts to scream send them a hero

to calm them down. It was elitist scumbag who said it but I

completely forgot his name.

It will work out the way it works out. Immediately reinstating Donald

Trump would be extremely encouraging. He doesn’t need to have a

board meeting to accomplish this. Just fucking do it Elon……
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Allow the man speak!

Trump got kicked out. He started a rival company and didn’t go back.

I respect that enormously.

Someone said that the reason US troops were stationed in Germany

was

1) to keep the US IN,

 
2) the Russians OUT, and

 
3) the Germans DOWN.

Mr. Baxter once wrote that the U.S. Surgeon General has never

existed and has been a fabrication of documents, Latex masks,

resumes, matrix-news, and video. That has led me since then to

wonder if Musk is really just a figment of DARPA in the same way.

Interesting story idea, if one has time.

I read somewhere Musk didn’t have the money to be Twitter and the

White Hats are running him in this.

If so this could be disinfo to confuse the Black Hats.

Makes sense, but no way to know :/

I had heard that Musk partnered with the Saudi’s to make the

purchase of Twitter happen, if that is true then the Saudi angle on

this Twitter deal has to be assessed, especially considering the

decentralized blockchain ledger aspect that has been brought up in

some of the posts here at RRN.

Imho, The House of Saud is in our side. DJT made that happen

during his his “diplomatic tour in 2018. Recall during a presser, he

made the comment, cov fefe which made the presstitutes suspect

DJT was out of his mind. Blessings,

Clinton

 
&

 
Flynn
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and the hidden DeSantis who wanted so bad to be part of the trio…

You MUSK know that !

“One day he says he’ll stop funding Star Link in Ukraine; the next

day he says, oh, my bad, yeah, I’ll keep funding it. This is pure Musk

trolling behavior,” our source said.

Agreed, this is a trolling behavior. Other names this kind of behavior

is known by is also called, gaslighting; future faking. All three

descriptive names clearly place any individual who operates in this

manner in the ‘Cluster B’ category of psychopathy for defective

personality disorders. Either, Musk is a genuine Flying Monkey or

the male version of The Wicked Witch. Regardless of which, certain

conclusions can be drawn… though appearing as a strong

personality, low self-esteem is a cornerstone of a malignant

narcissist.

Alex, starlink is needed to neutralize atomic bombs and is a weapon

so it is needed in ukraine. starlink is not only what we think it is.

Good to know. See the division. He should have un banned everyone

and gave Twitter a fresh start.

Have you considered that perhaps there are no good guys, only

factions of bad guys fighting it out for control? With one side

presenting themselves in such a way that most people would support,

which would be very smart. Not saying this is the case but we have to

consider all possibilities, not doing so would be foolish in my

opinion.

Yes I have,because it could be the case…I always say that we really

don’t know anything,we only know what they tell us and what they

show us

I just do not trust the Muskrat, at all. If he turns out to the a good

guy, ok. If he turns out to be an evil guy, not ok and my instincts are

still working. Today I do not trust him but I will keep watching and
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listening. Am getting bad vibes from him.

Hey ya’ll, did you hear Nancy Pelosi was allegedly arrested? Re:

Claim: Rep. Nancy Pelosi was arrested by the secret service for

plotting a coup to overthrow the president {Fact Checkers words}

There was a video from NBC showing her being escorted out of her

garage with her hands behind her back………..and 3 secret service

escorting her to a blank SUV. WOW………..now down comes Humpty

Dumpty………..

When Nancy went to see the Pope, they needed to know if it was her

or a body double. As a result, she stuck her “cans” in the Pope’s face.

He was warned not to eat breakfast that day.

Everybody wonders about Musk! He probably does shoot himself up

with something. He hasn’t aged a day since Truman beat Dewey. But

as for myself, and being civic minded, I’ve always gotten my

adreneochrome from Goldfish. It doesn’t do much for my

appearance, but I can breathe underwater.

Would the people here please give their takes about Kellyanne

Conway. She is back out there backing 45 and this is another one I do

not trust. Anyone ?

That weirdo fat husband of hers is really worrisome.

 
Her sister seems good. Cannot imagine any reason she would be

married to him, especially Conway being an outspoken Trump hater.

No one can spin a question like Kellyanne. You want her on your

team. She goes where the money is. Her husband, however, is a

blockhead.

I know people who swear Elon is a bad guy and others say the

opposite. I wish we knew for sure.

Musk is not who you think he is. It is all about the money. He is

selling twitter data. He is neither black or white. “Order of the Black

Sun” or “Order of the Dragon”
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Musk is definitely compromised as I have read on amg-news that the

original was a friend of Epstein! The dact that T is still banned is

cause for concern! T should have been the 1st one reinstated.

NEVER TRUST MUSK!!! HE’S A FKN LIAR TO THE NTH DEGREE.

HE NEVER STARTED PAYPAL – PETER THIEL DID. HE NEVER

STARTED TESLA MOTORS – JUST LIKE HE NEVER STARTED

TWITTER. HE’S A LIAR – THE GUY WHO STARTED TESLA WAS

PROMISED THE 1ST CAR OFF THE ASSEMBLY LINE & SCUMBAG

MUSK SUPPOSEDLY SHOT THE CAR INTO SPACE!!! AND

WHERE DID HE GET ALL THE $$$$$$ FOR ROCKETS & A

SPACE COMPANY….PLEASE ITS ALL A FKN LIE JUST LIKE

EVERYTHING THATS HAPPENING NOW. THE DEMS R DEAD.

You are correct in your facts. I don’t understand why they are not

being brought up…Muskrat also wants to put brain chips in people.

Another interview I saw. Putin said he was a Trojan horse…..why

wasn’t Trump the first to be reinstated on Twitter. So many raised

eyebrows about this individual. Just don’t trust him.

Never trust a narcissistic, sociopath that has more money than

everyone! Someone that wears a Baphomet costume and prances in it

to impress his sinister looking mommy.

ELON IS GOING TO SPRINKLE MY “OWD INTERNET PIXIE

DUST” ALL OVER AMERICA _ THROUGH CHEM TRAILS AND

IMMEDIATELY EVERYONE IS GOING TO BE FUCKING

COMPLACENT.

resistance is futile !

 
you will be absorbed into the collective,

 
you will own nothing and you will be happy…!

Roger 10-4 got it….Lizzy is thin and the pixie dust has landed

RRN is my only social media account.

We long for a world we can speak our mind publicly again.
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Musk is smarter than your average bear or should I say DeepStater.

He can’t be bought and does what he wants to do.

 
He knows how to use the system so beware.

 
His StarLink system is also part of the military. How do you think he

put so many satellites in orbit?

 
SpaceX has over 2,000+ functioning Starlink satellites in orbit –

think about it…

 
What can satellites do? What info does it receive & transmitt?

Embeded info? Trojan hourse? Think strategically… GPS… Laser…

EMP…

 
You also have to remember he made his initial $$ being a banker –

aka PayPal.

 
Why Twitt??? Knowledge is power – He who controls the info

controls…

Pižmo je skutečně ondatra: vrtá se v podzemí, stejně jako se vydává

do vesmíru.

 

 


